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Ideas for achieving  
financial security  

and a more  
meaningful life.

IN THIS ISSUE

The information in Yes,  

You Can is provided to 

help parents, educators 

and kids work together  

to understand key  

financial concepts. Yes, 

You Can stresses critical  

thinking and problem  

solving that helps young 

people develop basic  

economic, financial,  

personal and career  

development skills.

Yes, You Can is based,  

in part, on the beliefs  

of James Stowers,  

founder of American 

Century Investments  

and co-founder, with 

Virginia Stowers, of the 

Stowers Institute for 

Medical Research.

What Career Am I?
There was a time when many Americans learned a trade and then sought a job that would  
last them until retirement. The same holds true for those who earned a degree and then  
would settle in at their first job and develop their career within that single company.

While that was the way it was just a few years ago, it’s not the way things are now.

In fact, much of today’s research shows that a person entering the workforce now could have 
as many as eight careers in his or her lifetime. The research distinguishes that “careers” does 
not mean “jobs”. It means a complete shift in what that person does to earn income. So what 
is behind this trend toward multiple careers? 

Clearly the economy plays a role. Workers who experienced a lay-off in one industry are 
needing to redefine their career goals in order to secure employment in another industry. 
Market segment decline is another factor. Those who work in areas that are on the decline, 
such as newspaper publishing, textile mills, wired telecommunications and photofinishing, find 
that they must retrain themselves for a fresh career in a field that has more growth potential. 

Technology also plays a key role. The past several years, the United States has been in what 
could be considered a “technology revolution”. This means that some manual labor jobs,  
such as those found on farms or in factories, are declining and harder to find. And, as  
quickly as technology changes, what is a top-notch job today may be a down  
trending industry in the future. So, one type of technology career today 
could easily morph into an entirely different kind of career – or related 
position – a few years from now.

Education also plays a very important role. 
Recently the Tempe Chamber of Commerce 
in Arizona held a forum focused on higher 
education and workforce development. 
Part of the goal was to help participants 
recognize this important trend  
of multiple careers.  
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Yes, You Can is the quarterly  
publication of Yes, You Can - Financial 
Education from American Century 
Investments. 

Subscriptions
Help spread the message of financial  
literacy. Annual subscriptions are  
available free of charge at: 
YesYouCanOnline.info. 

For more information, please call  
1-800-234-3445 or write: 
    Sam Goller, Editor
    4500 Main
    Kansas City, MO 64111

Writers  
Debbie Hagen
Susan Pepperdine
Shelley Bartkoski

Illustrations 
Paul Coker, Jr.

This material has been prepared for  
educational purposes only. It is not  
intended to provide, and should  
not be relied upon for investment,  
accounting, legal or tax advice. 

  Teachable Moment
 Plan a family activity where you and your children list your passions 
and hobbies. Then discuss what each thinks would be an enjoyable career 
choice that aligns with their interests. 

Next, identify the skill sets and/or any educational requirements for that 
choice. Finally, search online to learn if those particular careers are growing 
in demand, where (geographically) they offer the most opportunity and the 
earning potential of that career.

What Career Am I?  continued from cover

A key message promoted during the forum emphasized the fact that  
students need to come out of high school better prepared for a variety  
of choices in the future. 

According to Karla Phillips, education policy advisor to Arizona Governor 
Jan Brewer, who spoke at the forum, there is a growing need for a national 
conversation about how to get high school students better prepared 
academically with life skills that help them succeed in college and later in life. 
She believes a solid liberal arts education is needed for most people to deal 
with all of the possible career changes they’ll face over the course of their life.

One more important factor in the trend toward multiple careers is the aging 
population. As the Boomer Generation ages yet remains active, healthy and 
in need of income, many people in their 50s and 60s are eager to stay in 
the workforce while looking to explore new types of careers. And frequently, 
individuals who volunteer for organizations that support their interests and 
passions, such as rescuing animals or helping the homeless, are finding  
full-time career opportunities later in life in fields that support their interests 
and need for income. 

The bottom line? The job market is constantly in motion, changing and 
redefining itself on a regular basis. While there will always be a need for 
specialists, such as doctors, accountants and lawyers, those who choose 
more liberal career paths can benefit by having a well-rounded education  
and a willingness to adapt to the needs of the market. 

     

“Who ya gonna call?” asked Ray Parker, Jr. in his 1984 hit song “Ghostbusters”. For problems with your credit cards, 
student loans or home mortgage the answer is the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau (CFPB).

In July 2011, the CFPB became the nation’s first federal agency solely focused on protecting Americans in the consumer 
financial products and services marketplace. One year later, the CFPB is on pace to receive 200,000 complaints annually.

On the federal agency’s first anniversary, Director Richard Cordray noted, “There’s never been an agency like this that  
is directly focused on the problems of individual American consumers in their daily lives.” 

Can the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau Help You? 
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 Teachable Moment
  Before you or your teenagers apply for a credit card, take time to visit the CFPB’s website and look at  

their Credit Card Agreement Database.

The CFPB maintains a database of credit card agreements from more than 300 card issuers. The agreements in 
this database have general terms and conditions, pricing and fee information. Have them search for the issuing 
bank’s credit card agreement and compare it against several others to see how the terms and conditions vary.

Searching the Site
The CFPB website, consumerfinance.gov, provides volumes 
of useful information, including answers to frequently asked 
questions about credit cards and mortgages. There are also 
links to other sites, such as the Federal Trade Commission,  
which provide additional relevant information.

CFPB guidance is provided in three main areas:
Student loans
Whether you have federal or private loans, the Student Debt 
Repayment Assistant resource provides information on your 
best debt-management options. And, for college-bound 
students, a Financial Aid Shopping Sheet offers real world, 
real number examples in an easy-to-read format.

Credit cards
“Know Before You Owe” and other sections in the credit 
card resource area can help you learn to use your cards 
wisely. They also assist you in determining your rights and 
protections as a credit card user.

Home mortgages
Read about fair lending practices before you buy. If  
you’re having problems with a current loan, the CFPB  

can connect you, at no cost, with a HUD-approved 
counselor. This counselor can help you work with your 
lender to avoid foreclosure.

In addition, there are other sections that are geared to  
the special needs of veterans, current service members  
and older Americans.

Making a Complaint
Through the CFPB website, you can file a complaint online, 
including issues with your bank, vehicle loan or a consumer 
loan. The CFPB will then forward your complaint to the 
company and provide you status updates on the progress 
of their resolution.

Getting Results
The bureau recently took action after determining 
that a major credit card issuer had marketed add-on 
services using methods that violated federal law. CFPB’s 
enforcement resulted in the company automatically 
distributed $140 million among two million customers. 

The effectiveness of the CFPB in helping individuals can  
be seen in this success story excerpted from its blog:

“Ronald, an Army veteran and retired businessman 
from Georgia…was blind and had trouble finding the 
paperwork to prove he owned his home free and clear… 
After the CFPB got involved, the bank determined that 
Ronald had in fact paid off his mortgage in 2007 before 

the current servicer took over the loan. 
The bank refunded Ronald’s money  

at three percent interest and sent 
him a check for $30,000.”

If you are interested in learning  
more about the work of the 
CFPB, you can visit their 
website or follow them on 

Facebook and Twitter to 
get regular updates. 
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Is a Bank or Credit Union a  
Better Option for Your Family?
Confused by the difference between banks and credit unions? You’re not 
alone. While they share some common traits, there are also big differences 
between the two.

To begin with, banks and credit unions have some things in common, 
including the fact that both are governed by regulators. Credit unions 
are regulated, chartered and supervised by their respective states or the 
National Credit Union Administration (NCUA). On the other hand, bank 
supervision depends on the institution’s charter. The Federal Reserve is 
the primary supervisor for state banks that elect to be part of the Federal 
Reserve System. Those state banks that are not members of the System  
are supervised by the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC). All  
state banks are also supervised by their chartering state. National banks  
are supervised by the Office of the Comptroller of the Currency (OCC). 

Deposits in both types of institutions are insured up to certain limits 
established by law. Beyond that, banks and credit unions are set up 
differently. And, depending on the size, the products and services they 
provide can vary.

Yes, You Can Save Smarter The decision as to which is better for you and your family 
depends on many factors. The more information you have,  
the better you will be able to make an informed decision.

Deposits in both types of 
institutions are insured  
up to certain limits 
established by law.
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 Teachable Moment
 Before deciding where to deposit your money, consider your financial needs and what sort of services best  
 fit your requirements. Make a list of the type of services and amenities that are important to you and then  

compare this against those offered by the institutions you’re considering.

Your list can include things like location, network of ATMs, loan options, savings account rates, fees, personal attention 
and the availability of other financial services. Other offerings could include trust services, brokerage or investing  
options and credit card options.

Determining which is right is a matter of weighing the pros and cons. For example, while one choice may offer lower  
loan rates and better rates on savings accounts, it may not be conveniently located or offer the type of personal  
service you desire.

Banks

Banks are for-profit businesses that are responsible to 
outside investors. When a customer deposits money 
into his or her account, a bank loans or invests the funds 
to earn revenue. In return, the bank pays interest to its 
customers. The interest rate earned varies depending on 
the bank and the type of account held by the customer.

Large banks typically offer a wide range of products 
and services, such as checking and savings accounts, 
certificates of deposit, IRAs, credit and debit cards, 
personal and business loans, insurance, and online and 
mobile banking options. Many have multiple branch 
locations throughout a region or the country and provide 
their customers with access to ATM networks. Some 
banks offer free checking accounts or waive fees if  
you meet certain criteria.

In most cases, a bank’s Board of Directors consists  
of people who may or may not have money at the bank.  
In return for serving on the Board, they could receive 
some kind of compensation.

Smaller community banks are often characterized by 
more personal service and familiarity with their customers. 
However, small banks may be limited by the number of 
branch locations, ATMs and other product offerings.

Credit Unions

According to the Credit Union National Association 
(CUNA) credit unions are non-profit financial 
cooperatives. Unlike banks, credit unions are exempt from 
most federal and state taxes. Credit unions do not issue 
stock or pay dividends to outside stockholders. Instead, 
credit union members deposits become “shares” of the 
institution; giving members equal ownership. 

Whatever revenue a credit union earns is returned to 
members in the form of lower loan rates, higher interest 
on deposits and lower fees. At the end of the year, any 
remaining revenue is distributed to the members through 
dividends based on the number of shares they own. 

The Board of Directors at a credit union is made up of 
people who have deposits at the bank. They typically serve 
on a volunteer basis. When forming policy for the credit 
union, board members and individual members each have 
a vote in the decision process. All members are treated 
equally, without bias towards the amount of money  
a person has in their account.

By Federal statute, credit unions cannot serve the general 
public. Therefore, membership is determined based on  
a person’s employer or organizational affiliation, such  
as a church, social group or community charter.

For the most part, large credit unions offer the same 
products and services as banks. Small credit unions may 
have only one location and one ATM. This makes it less 
convenient to do business when you are traveling and 
using ATMs at other financial institutions could result in 
costly fees. To offset this potential disadvantage, many 
credits unions have started to reimburse ATM fees back to 
their clients. 

The availability of other conveniences like online banking, 
bill paying services and credit/debit cards may be limited 
when considering a smaller credit union.

Deciding which is a better choice for you depends on 
many factors. Regardless which you choose, make certain 
the products and services offered meet your needs and 
help you achieve your long-term financial goals. 
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Small-town Life Brings Big Rewards Teachable Moment
    As your children express  
              their career interests, talk 
with them about what they value 
most and how their career interests 
will help fulfill those values. 

Discuss with them how they’ll make 
their living and what sort of life they 
want to live. 

Ask the question, “Besides money, 
what do you hope you will get from 
your career?”

Help them keep their options open 
by encouraging them to research 
the benefits and disadvantages 
of both small town or big city living 
and how those items align with their 
career aspirations.

 
 

“How would you like to move to a small town, pay no income tax for five 
years and get help paying off your student loans?” That’s the incentive 
being offered through the newly enacted Rural Opportunity Zone (ROZ) 
program in Kansas. 

Incentives like these are one sign of a growing trend. With the job market 
tight for new graduates, many are now considering moving to small towns 
where there’s a real need for their professional services. 

Chris Harris, Kansas ROZ program manager noted that, “People have 
started moving into these regions… working in education, healthcare,  
law, accounting – a very diverse cross-section of professional positions.”

Graduates in medical fields continue to be in strong demand. To encourage 
them to settle in rural areas, states like New Mexico are offering annual 
income tax credits of $3,000 to $5,000 to health-care professionals who’ll 
move there. And nationally, the United States Department of Agriculture’s 
Veterinary Medicine Loan Repayment Program will repay student loans, up 
to $25,000 a year for three years, for large-animal veterinarians serving in 
rural areas suffering shortages. 

Individual towns are also offering incentives. Niagara Falls, NY, for example, 
will pay up to $7,000 on student loan debt. Applications have come from as 
far away as Hawaii. “That’s been encouraging, because people are talking 
about Niagara Falls as a living destination,” said community development 
director Seth Piccirillo.

Even without incentives many grads are discovering the friendliness and 
financial benefits of small-town life. Chris Wilson met his wife in college, 
and moved to Fulton, MO. His wife, a grade-school teacher, was from 
Sedalia and wanted to return to Missouri to raise their son, now 15. “We 
love the quality of life and lower cost of living,” he says. “It’s easier to be  
an integral part of the community.” In his office as prosecuting attorney,  
he’s seen an increase in applications from East Coast law graduates.

National success is as achievable in smaller towns as in big cities. Brent 
Beshore, 29, has shown how. After graduating from the University of 
Missouri, he stayed in Columbia, hiring other new grads and building his 
company, AdVentures. Ranked as No. 28 on Inc. magazine’s 2011 list of 
“500 Fastest Growing Companies,” AdVentures provides equity investment, 
marketing resources, strategic planning and operations management to 
companies in media, technology and software.

“Columbia gives me perspective, involves me in the community and  
gives my wife and me a great quality of life at a very low cost,” he says. 

To find out about incentives, undergrads can do a simple online search  
using the words “small town move incentives”. They can also talk with 

their school advisor and check job postings in small towns.

By being a big fish in a small pond, they may discover  
that they can get along in life just swimmingly. 
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  Teachable Moment
   While most experts agree that a cashless society is years away, odds are when your children are adults they 
  may depend less on cash in their day-to-day activities. Sit down with your children and make a list of the many 
different payment options you currently use when paying bills, doing your banking, shopping in stores and online, and  
traveling for business or pleasure. It may surprise you how many services are already encouraging consumers to switch  
to more high-tech payment options.

Read more about the history of money in the award-winning e-book, Yes, You Can… Achieve Financial Independence 
available at YesYouCanOnline.info.

Facts about the History of Cash and Thoughts about its Future

 
 

Long ago, there was no financial system. No money, no 
banks, no stores. People harvested their own food and 
made their own goods. What they couldn’t do on their own, 
they would trade with someone else for what they needed. 
This is known as “bartering”. 

Bartering worked fairly well for thousands of years, but 
it was cumbersome and often inconvenient. If a farmer 
wanting to trade corn for a mule the farmer had to find  
a mule owner who wanted corn. And if the mule owner 
wasn’t hungry, or didn’t have an immediate need for corn, 
the value of the corn was diminished.

Over time, various cultures realized the limitations of 
bartering and began to develop their monetary system. 
Using metal and paper, they created what has evolved  
to the money we use today.

In the United States, Congress authorized the first printing 
of currency, called Continentals, to finance the American 

Revolutionary War in 1775. But 
without the financial backing of 

gold or silver, this early form of 
currency quickly lost its value. 
Over the years, different 
forms of currency were  

 

used as settlers moved across the country, including the 
“greenback” which was established to finance the Civil 
War in 1861. Following the Federal Reserve Act of 1913, 
Federal Reserve Notes – which are still in use – became 
the dominant form of paper currency in America. 

Today, there is an estimated $1.1 trillion worth of U.S. 
dollars in circulation. According to the Federal Reserve 
Bank, this is the highest amount in history and consists 
of almost 30 billion Federal Reserve Notes used in every 
corner of the globe. Interestingly, 50 to 60 percent of all  
U. S. currency is held abroad. This makes the U.S. dollar 
the world’s most widely-used currency. 

While no longer in circulation, $500, $1,000 and $10,000 
bills are still considered legal tender. A $100,000 bill – 
introduced by President Woodrow Wilson – was only  
used for official transactions between Federal Reserve 
banks and was last issued in 1969. The highest demand  
is for the $100 bill, which is currently the largest currency 
note in circulation.

Will cell phones replace purses in the future?
With the growing popularity of mobile payment options, 
like Google Wallet and PayPal, some economists and 
technology experts speculate that cash will soon be found 
only in museums. A survey released earlier this year by the 
Pew Research Center’s Internet and American Life Project, 
in conjunction with Elon University’s Imagining the Internet 
Center, reported that “the security, convenience and other 
benefits of ‘mobile wallet’ systems will lead to widespread 
adoption of these technologies for everyday purchases  
by 2020.”

Others, while generally positive about the future of mobile 
payment systems, expect the process to catch on more 
slowly due to concerns about privacy, a desire to maintain 
anonymous payments and a lack of infrastructure to support 
widespread adoption. 



An Economics Lesson from  
Major League Baseball
If you’re a fan of “America’s pastime” or if you’ve followed baseball at all in 
recent years, you probably have heard about some of the higher-end salaries 
being paid by Major League Baseball (MLB) teams, especially those in larger 
markets like the New York Yankees, the Los Angeles Angels and the Boston 
Red Sox. The disparity between what those teams can pay and what other 
teams can afford have some baseball fans upset that smaller market teams  
like the Kansas City Royals, the Tampa Bay Rays and the San Diego Padres 
can’t compete for the high salaried free agents they believe are necessary to 
win championships.

Recently, the Missouri Council on Economic Education (MCEE), a non-profit 
organization that promotes economic and financial education by supporting 
teachers with workshops, curriculum and resources, built upon a lesson plan 
about baseball to create a presentation entitled, The Economics of Major 
League Baseball. The presentation took place in Kansas City, Missouri at  
Union Station the day of the 2012 All-Star Game and featured MLB 
Commissioner Bud Selig. 

Commissioner Selig was introduced to the students, teachers and others 
in attendance by Kansas City Mayor Sly James, who first shared with the 
audience the tremendous economic impact of the All-Star Game to Kansas 
City. He helped attendees recognize that Kauffman stadium is not the 
only beneficiary of such an event. Others who benefit include area hotels, 
restaurants, retailers, entertainment venues and businesses in dozens of  
other industries across the city.

Yes, You Can Learn from Baseball Why do the New York Yankees have the best overall record  
in baseball history? The answer is simple... money. 

NY Yankees 2012 payroll  
of $198 million is the  
most in MLB. The San  
Diego Padres is the least  
at $55 million.

8 FALL 2012
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  Teachable Moment
    If your student enjoys sports and is interested in pursuing it as a career, take the opportunity to discuss  

why athletes earn what they do. Things to talk about include:

•  Of the number of people who try to become professional athletes, the number that are good enough to succeed  
is relatively small. The laws of supply and demand help drive up player salaries. What steps does your student need  
to take to be at the top of his or her game and become one of the elite players who makes it to the pro level?

•  Most athletes’ career days are limited. Some players earn their lifetime salary over the course of a couple of years. 
When you take the amount a player earns and divide it by their adult lifetime, often times their annual salary isn’t  
much different than many other professionals whose career may last more than 40 years.

The national Council for Economic Education provides a financial lesson plan using Major League Baseball  
as the teaching tool. Search for “baseball” at econedlink.org.

The value of this type of event to the city was estimated at 
more than $65 million. And as a result of those businesses 
benefiting from an increase in sales, the city of Kansas City, 
Missouri, and neighboring towns, also benefited from the  
tax revenue generated by those businesses. 

This additional consumer income and taxes make an event 
like the All-Star Game an economic win-win-win…a win for 
the stadium, a win for businesses across the city and a win 
for the city itself.

But the heart of the economic lesson came from 
Commissioner Selig’s address to the group. He spoke 
about the efforts in recent years by Major League Baseball 
to achieve a more competitive balance among the teams, 
regardless of their size. 

Even though MLB teams today realize increased revenue 
sharing, it’s not divided evenly among all teams. Selig 
explained how although the larger market teams may  
be able to pay bigger salaries, smaller market teams  
have figured out how to become increasingly competitive  
by leveraging their assets and making the most of a variety  
of other opportunities.

One of those opportunities includes investing in young 
players for the long-term. So, while larger market teams  
are paying premium amounts to secure the talents of  
today’s top-notch players, other teams are developing  
their own talent and getting them under contract earlier 
in their careers for less money and longer periods of time. 
It’s this type of patience in developing players that can 
eventually become an equalizer. Especially if a young  
player develops to become a superstar talent.

After Commissioner Selig spoke, Kansas City Sports 
Radio personality Nate Bukaty addressed the group, 
sharing additional ways small market teams can leverage 
their opportunities to make significant strides in the MLB 
standings. Referring to the Academy Award-winning 
baseball movie, Moneyball, Bukaty explained how the 
Oakland A’s leveraged “under-appreciated assets” to make 
the most out of their budget and the players on their payroll. 

“While there can be no doubt that small market teams face 
an uphill battle to compete with the larger revenue clubs,” 
Bukaty said, “the recent success of several teams with lower 
payrolls has proven the task is not an impossible one.” He 
added, “Baseball is like any other business. You must make 
the most of the inefficiencies in the marketplace, leveraging 
them to your advantage.”

Michael English, CEO at MCEE, commented that the 
students asked some very good questions of Commissioner 
Selig and Bukaty. “Giving students examples that they can 
relate to – like Major League Baseball – can make lessons 
in economics come to life. We could see that the students 
were very engaged.”

Video of Commissioner Selig discussing the economics  
of baseball, is available at the MCEE website. You can  
view it online at cas.umkc.edu/mcee/.

In addition, the MCEE, provides resources for educators and 
parents who are looking for creative ways to teach children 
and young adults economics and personal finance.  
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Crowdfunding Helps Startups 
Get a Good Start

If you build a better mousetrap, will the world beat a path to 
your door? Maybe. But before you start production how will  
you secure the funding to get your business up and running?

With bank loans harder to come by, budding entrepreneurs 
with limited funds are seeking creative new ways to get the 
funding they need. One method showing exponential growth 
is “crowdfunding” – an online method of asking a crowd of 
people to pledge money for startups.

Basically it’s an opportunity for “show-and-tell” on a truly 
international scale. For example, the Hong Kong-based website 
GrowVC.com, is dedicated to connecting entrepreneurs with 
investors. In addition to their headquarters in Hong Kong, they 
also have key office locations in the United States, Finland and 
the United Kingdom. 

Crowdfunding isn’t free. Entrepreneurs can expect to pay fees 
of 3 to 5 percent. One popular site, RocketHub.com, charges 
4 percent of the amount raised plus 4 percent for credit-card 
processing. In addition, those who contribute may ask for a 
percentage of the business or some other incentive.

Before jumping in, “Do as much research as you can, think 
about who your audience is, how to reach them, and create 
your marketing materials like videos, screenshots, websites and 
blogs in advance,” recommends Scott Steinberg, co-author of 
“The Crowdfunding Bible,” in an interview with PCWorld. 

If you have a great idea and want to participate in 
crowdfunding, experts recommend following these steps:

•  Check reviews of crowdfunding platforms on websites  
such as crowdfunding-website-reviews.com, which  
provides ratings on usability and traffic.

•  Develop a prototype that demonstrates the benefits  
or unique qualities of your product. 

•  Determine the minimum amount you need to raise,  
and decide what you’ll offer crowdfunders in return.

•  Launch your project with a short response deadline.  
That helps generate a sense of urgency.

•  Promote your campaign through your website,  
social media and other publicity outlets.

“We’re in the era of startups at the speed of sound, with some 
business models showing revenues and profits by the end of 
the first year,” notes Sherman Titens, executive director of the 
Family Owned Business Network. If you need to speed up your 
startup, crowdfunding might be the answer.

In addition to securing startup costs for products or services, 
some use crowdfunding as a way to support their organization. 
For example, Sessions LA recently used indiegogo.com to raise 
money to help them continue to offer their music education 
program to youth and young adults. They set a goal of $15,000 
to help pay for two music instructors and two teaching 
assistants. By the time their campaign ended, they had raised 
$16,900. The additional funds were earmarked to purchase 
music equipment and sustain other public outreach events.

Others are using crowdfunding as a means to give back to  
their community or those in need. School bus monitor Karen 
Klein, age 68, made national news because she was bullied  
by kids on her bus. One person wanted to help Karen go on  
a vacation to recover from the situation and shared his $5,000 
goal on indiegogo.com. When the campaign ended more  
than $700,000 had been contributed by 32,270 people.  
The success of that campaign provided the seed money for 
Karen and her family to launch a worldwide effort for a bully- 
free society. They hope to provide free counseling to children, 
fund anti-bullying initiatives, including a non-profit TV series, 
and support other programs which focus on making the world  
a better place. 

Teachable Moment
 With your children, watch episodes of Shark  
              Tank, the ABC series that gives entrepreneurs 
the opportunity to present their product to high-profile 
investors. When discussing the presentations, ask your  
kids about the meaning of terms like “equity” and 
“inventory.” Did they agree with the panelists on  
whether the products had profit potential?

Seeing the presenters’ enthusiasm and successes may  
spark their interest in becoming entrepreneurs themselves.
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What Shouldn’t Be in Your Wallet?
If your wallet was lost or stolen, would you know exactly 
what was in it? If not, you could be at huge risk for both 
credit card and identity theft. 

If your social security card is in your wallet, you would 
be handing a thief an easy way to open new credit card 
accounts, and make costly purchases, in your name.

Have a government-issued photo ID, like a passport, in  
your wallet? You’re making it even easier for thieves to  
do damage to your good name. 

To avoid future problems, now is a good time to take 
inventory of your wallet’s contents. And, while you’re  
doing that, take a minute to purge some key items and 
move them to a safe place. 

Here are things you should consider removing:

1.  Your Social Security card and anything with your 
Social Security number on it, which could include a 
Medicare card. While it may seem obvious this shouldn’t 
be in your wallet, if you haven’t looked recently, you may 
be surprised to find that your card is tucked away behind 
a rarely used library card or in a photo sleeve.

2.  Spare house keys. If you keep a spare house key in 
your wallet, and you lose it along with anything that has 
your address on it, your home could be an easy target for 
burglars. This same concept applies to when you valet 
park your car. Do you give your house key to the valet 
along with your car key? If so, while you’re enjoying an 
evening out, your house key could be at the hardware 
store being copied. With your car’s registration, and 
home address in the glove box you may have just  
opened the door for future problems.

3.  Excess cash. While it may feel good to walk around with 
a full wallet, the easiest thing for a thief to use is cash. Limit 
the amount of cash you carry to what you think you’ll need 
while you’re out. Keep any extra cash securely locked away 
at home until you need it or, better yet, at the bank where 
it’s insured.

4.  Multiple credit cards. Carry only the card or cards you 
really need each day. And make note of which one(s) you 
have with you. It’s bad enough to have one card stolen. 
But if you’re like many people who have up to seven 
cards in their wallet, imagine trying to remember what 
was in there and getting a hold of all the issuers to  
cancel those cards.

5.  Gift cards. Unless you’re on the way to the store to 
redeem a gift card, there’s no reason for it to be in your 
wallet. Like cash, a gift card is easily redeemed and most 

places will accept it without any form of ID. Unless you 
get to the store before the thief with information that 
connects you to the gift card and let them know the  
card has been stolen, the chances of you getting that 
money back is virtually zero.

6.  Password cheat sheet. On one hand it’s advisable  
to use a variety of passwords and change them often, 
on the other hand this makes them difficult to remember. 
Even so, if you choose to create a cheat sheet, never 
keep it in your wallet. When you give a thief your 
passwords, and they already have your complete name, 
address and possibly other personal information, you  
run the risk of having your online identity compromised.

7.  Safety deposit box key. The only time you should 
carry your safety deposit box key with you is when you’re 
headed to the bank to access the vault. Once a thief has 
the key, other information in your wallet could lead them 
to your bank, for example, a bank issued credit card,  
ATM receipt or blank check. That, along with  
your driver’s license which may have 
your signature, could be enough 
for them to convince the vault 
manager that they’re you and 
gain access to the valuables you 
thought were safely locked up.

The bottom line? Only carry 
what you need and make 
copies of everything you 
might carry in your wallet. 
Put the copies in a safe 
place so, should your wallet 
be lost or stolen, you have 
a reference as to what was 
in there and can make the 
necessary calls to protect 
your personal identity and 
financial reputation. 

 

   

Teachable Moment
 Talk with your kids about what they carry 
with them each day. Help them understand the risk of 
losing their personal information and have them make 
photo copies of everything in their wallet.
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The recent U.S. Department of Agriculture (USDA) 
Expenditures on Children by Families report, issued 
annually since 1960, predicts that a middle-income family 
earning between $59,410 and $102,870 per year can 
now expect to spend about $234,900 on food, shelter 
and other necessities required to raise a child to 
the age of 17. A family earning less than $59,410 
per year can expect to spend $169,080 and a 
family earning more than $102,870 can expect to 
spend $389,670.

These costs have increased dramatically since 
the first USDA study was released 51 years 
ago when a middle-class couple could 
expect to spend $25,230 ($191,720 in 
2011 dollars) to raise their child to age 17.

Are you a first-time parent? Be warned, 
as new parents, you are more inclined 
to go overboard on your spending as 
you want, and try to buy, the best of 
everything. More seasoned parents 

will appreciate this good news … expenses decrease 
as a family has more children when certain items can be 
recycled and shared; food can be purchased in larger 
and more economical quantities; and some services like 
childcare may offer sibling discounts. 

To get an idea of how much you can expect to spend 
to raise your child through the first 17 years, visit 
the USDA’s website and use their Cost of Raising 
a Child Calculator. The URL for this calculator is 
cnpp.usda.gov/calculatorintro.htm. This online 

resource provides estimates based on such 
factors as your income, marital status, the 
number of children you currently have and 
their ages.

More information about enjoying the 
priceless joy of raising kids without 
going broke can be found in the 
award-winning e-book, Yes, You 
Can… Afford to Raise a Family 
found at YesYouCanOnline.info. 

The Increased Cost of Raising a Child 


